As part of the METRO construction along Wheeler Avenue, and as previously mentioned, the intersection of Rockwood Drive and Wheeler Avenue has been closed. The intersection of University Oaks and Wheeler has been re-opened and is accessible from Wheeler by turning left onto the connection to the new pavement at Entrance 6. This new pavement will carry two-way traffic, so please stay in the right lane. Varsity Lane can be used as a detour between University Oaks Boulevard and Rockwood Drive.

The closure for Calhoun Road at M.L. King Boulevard has been delayed until approximately 9:00 am on Friday, July 15th. During the closure, Old Spanish Trail can be used as a detour. The intersection is still scheduled to be re-opened early in the morning of Monday, July 18th.

For both of the items mentioned above, Wheeler will continue to be westbound traffic only, so please plan your trips accordingly.

The University of Houston is working with METRO to minimize the impact of the construction. For questions about the closure and detour, please contact the Keith Ivy with University of Houston Plant Operations – Facilities Management at (713) 743-9262 or kmivy2@uh.edu.